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THE FUTURE OF TELEMETRY AS A COOPERATIVE MEASURE
IN ARMS CONTROL

George T. Havrilak

ABSTRACT

This paper suggests possible applications of telemetry as a cooperative measure in
potential, future arms control agreements related to missiles and space launch vehicles
(i.e., an agreement leading to clarification of the ABM Treaty for theater missile
defense, and a notional regional or global ban on ground-launched, theater-range
missiles). The opportunities for telemetry as a cooperative measure in future
international arms control agreements should certainly grow, as confidence and
appreciation in its utility are realized from the on-going ballistic missile telemetry
exchanges between the US and Russia in START implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

With entry-into-force of the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, last December, Russia
and the United States are obligated to record and provide each other a complete
recording of all the telemetry broadcast from flight tests of their strategic ballistic
missiles and from their strategic ballistic missiles used to deliver objects into the
upper atmosphere or space (until the payloads achieved orbit or escape velocity). So
began a new era in treaty verification standards -- the use of telemetry as substantive
evidence of compliance. The implementation of this cooperative measure, the
exchange of telemetry data, opens the door for potential new applications of telemetry
in other existing and future arms control agreements. In the following sections, I
provide a definition of what a “cooperative measure” is in international security, a
brief explanation of how telemetry is being used presently in START, two suggested
future uses for telemetry as a cooperative measure in counterproliferation of the
growing missile threat, and a notional framework for a future arms control convention.



COOPERATIVE MEASURES

In international relations involving the enhancement of international security,
cooperative measures are non-discriminatory, reciprocal actions states parties to an
agreement (e.g., treaty, arrangement, convention, regime) impose upon their
relationship, that are intended to demonstrate each state’s faithfulness to their
international obligations so as to reduce the prospect of armed conflict and of
misunderstanding or miscalculation of military activities. Cooperative measures
supplement each state party’s national technical means (NTM) of monitoring and
verifying an international agreement’s provisions. For those states parties which lack
national technical means, they may serve as the principal means to monitor and verify
each state party’s compliance with an agreement’s provisions.

Whether they supplement NTM or are the sole means a state party has, cooperative
measures must meet at least four criteria. First, they must be reasonably reliable, in
that any compromise to them would be detectable in a timely manner so as to afford
decision-makers the time to take appropriate counteraction. Second, they must be
moderately intrusive, to the extent they neither violate basic safety and legitimate
national security considerations, nor impede entitled operational practices, in order to
achieve and maintain a reasonable level of confidence for compliance with those
provisions covered by the cooperative measures. However, the future for multilateral
security arrangements, particularly those related to arms control, may rest on how
cost-effective cooperative measures are. Costly measures may jeopardize an
agreement’s chances of ratification in states that can ill afford such regimes. Lastly,
per the definition of cooperative measures I advanced above, the measures must apply
equally to all states parties to the treaty to avoid accusations that the treaty
discriminates against certain states or types of states. Reliability, intrusiveness, cost,
and fairness are four criteria whose balance must be taken into account when devising
cooperative measures.

One example of a cooperative measure currently in use between all states parties to
the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) is the telemetry data exchange made
prior and subsequent to each flight test of a strategic ballistic missile or space launch
booster derived from an accountable strategic missile. One element of the data
provided prior to each flight test is the on-board transmitter frequencies used to
telemeter all data. Subsequent to the flight test, one obligation is to provide a copy of
the complete set of telemetered data made in flight. The purpose of this cooperative
measure is to supplement each parties existing NTM of monitoring, so all parties may
effectively monitor various provisions of the treaty related to ballistic missile



performance using the same standards. ∗  It also provides states parties a standard
source of presentable evidence from which to base a case of non-compliance, without
the worry of compromising more sensitive NTM, as was the US concern during the
era of the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties (i.e., SALT I & II).

The potential uses of telemetry as a cooperative measure in existing and future arms
control conventions are numerous. Telemetry could be a source of data to help verify
the velocity of target vehicles used in theater missile defense experiments. It may also
be used to verify potential constraints on the develop-ment and flight testing of
ballistic missiles as part of any future regional or global arrangement to contain the
threat posed by the proliferation of ground-launched missiles.

NATURE OF THE THREAT

As a testimony to the Iran and Iraq missile war in the 1980s, the subsequent use of
ballistic missiles by Iraq against the US, Israel and Coalition forces during the Persian
Gulf War and North Korea’s ballistic missile export program, perhaps the most
pressing international security challenge of the 1990s is to effectively counter the
threat of theater-range ballistic missiles. The U.S. currently is developing and
implementing multiple means in order to devalue the perceived military utility of
ballistic missiles by Third World states. Three such means are through proliferation
prevention, strategic intelligence and active defense. This paper will propose how
ballistic missile flight test telemetry may be used as a cooperative measure in one
venue while furthering the goals of ballistic missile proliferation prevention, strategic
intelligence and active defense in another -- counterproliferation.

Proliferation prevention involves efforts to deny would-be proliferants access to
certain missile technology, while not “to impede national space programs or
international cooperation in such programs. ** ” The Missile Technology Control
Regime (MTCR) is an example of one effort to manage proliferation prevention. But
the MTCR is only a set of guidelines member states have agreed to abide by in order
to slow the spread of missile technology. It has inherent flaws, ∗∗∗ that a verifiable and
an enforceable, global or regional based, negotiated arrangement could strengthen.
Another goal of proliferation prevention is to identify potential proliferants before
they can expand their capability. ∗∗∗∗

                                                       
∗ For a detailed explanation of telemetry as a cooperative measure in the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, see George T.
Havrilak, “Strategic Ballistic Missile Telemetry and START,” 1993 ITC Proceedings, Vol XXIX, pp 403-409.
** US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency FACT SHEET, “The Missile Technology Control Regime,” November 7,
1994, p 2.
∗∗∗ Alton Frye, “Zero Ballistic Missiles,” Foreign Policy, (Fall 1992): 11.
∗∗∗∗ Counterproliferation Program Review Committee, “Report on Activities & Programs for Countering Proliferation,”
Office of the Secretary of Defense, Washington D.C. , May 1995.  p. 4.



A future effort, may entail an arrangement to ban certain types of missiles, for
example, expanding or using the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty
provisions and the MTCR qualifications as points of departure for a multilateral,
global or regional ban on ground-launched missiles within certain demonstrable
performance parameters (e.g., ban flight testing systems as “weapon-delivery
vehicles”  ∗∗ ∗∗∗ capable of carrying at least 500 kg WMD warheads to ranges between
300 km and 5500 kms). Flight testing of space launch vehicles (SLVs) would still be
permitted, and could be verified much in the same way the START Treaty Telemetry
Protocol facilitates the parties to monitor launches of SLVs derived from weapon-
delivery vehicles. All states parties to the arrangement would agree to certain
cooperative measures. This type of arrangement could use telemetry as a means of
verifying compliance with the prohibitions and entitlements. It would enable states to
verify permitted development of space launch vehicles and potentially reveal, in a
timely manner, illegitimate uses of flight testing thus enabling the world community
to consider appropriate action before a would-be proliferant expanded their capability.

Strategic intelligence involves efforts to provide decision-makers and operational
organizations intelligence on the identity and characterization of activities of existing
or emerging proliferants. Telemetry provided, as a cooperative measure through an
international arrangement as suggested above and further illustrated below, would also
be earmarked for analysis to serve the goal of strategic intelligence.

Active defense involves efforts to acquire effective means to intercept and destroy or
neutralize WMD warheads delivered by missiles in flight. To facilitate the
development of effective weapon systems, requires testing against a range of
appropriate target vehicles which emulate the characteristics of theater-range missiles,
not strategic missiles. The US and Russians are currently striving to clarify the Anti-
Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, which constrains development of strategic missile
defenses, in order to assure each other that their theater missile defense (TMD) tests
wouldn’t undercut each sides strategic missile deterrent force. It may be appropriate
for the sides to include cooperative measures, such as the exchange of telemetry from
their flown target vehicles, as evidence of their faithfulness to the treaty. From such
data, the sides would be assured each other hadn’t tested TMDs against targets
characteristic of strategic missiles.

                                                       
∗∗∗∗ ∗  See START Treaty, Definitions Annex, definition 124 -- “weapon-delivery vehicle” (Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency), Revised 10/94.  “The term “weapon-delivery vehicle ” means, for ballistic and cruise missiles, a
missile of a type, any one of which has been flight-tested or deployed to carry or be used as a weapon, that is, as any
mechanism or device that, when directed against any target, is designed to damage or destroy it.”



NOTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR A GLOBAL OR REGIONAL-BASED
MISSILE TREATY

- Ban all ground-launched missiles capable of delivering a 500 kg payload a distance
of between 300-5500 kms.

-- Exceptions:  Allow a limited number of boosters for space launch and missile
defense research purposes (e.g., theater missile defense target vehicles).

-- Limit the number of space launch facilities and space launcher and missile
defense test launch facilities and launchers.

- Ban all new types of ballistic missiles, regardless of launch mode (i.e., air-, sea-, and
ground- launched), capable of delivering a 500 kg payload beyond 5500 kms, except
for those declared and constrained for space launch purposes only.

- Monitoring and Verification Regime

-- Inviolable and unobstructed national technical means of monitoring (e.g.,
space-based satellites, Open Skies aircraft, etc.).

-- Establishment of an international data collection and monitoring center (IDC)
and corresponding national centers.

-- Declare all missile production, final assembly, storage, repair, elimination
and space launch facilities, test ranges and missile deployment areas.

-- Monitor the exits of all missile production or final assembly facilities.

-- Declare all treaty-limited (e.g., ground-launched, theater-range missiles and
space launch and missile defense target boosters) and accountable (e.g., existing
strategic ballistic missiles) items.

-- Provide technical parameters (e.g., dimensions, etc.) of treaty-limited items
(TLIs) and treaty-accountable items (TAIs)..

-- Tag each permitted booster or integral launch canister with a unique, tamper-
resistant identifier.

-- Provide an international data center (IDC) advance notifications (e.g., of
planned test flights, space launches, movements between declared facilities, etc.)



-- Record and provide to the IDC a copy of the telemetry made in flight, from
launch until impact/destruction or release of satellite payload upon achieving orbit or
escape velocity, of each permitted booster (i.e., space launch and missile defense target
vehicles and existing strategic missiles).

--- Ban flight tests of prohibited missiles except as limited for missile defense
purposes.

-- Employ challenge, short-notice type, on-site inspections, with no right of
refusal.

-- Authorize and equip Open Skies aircraft for quota-limited overflight
inspections and telemetry monitoring and collection flights.

This notional framework may further the Administration’s current comprehensive
policy to combat the proliferation of missiles -- the first pillar of the US National
Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement, in that it would “enhance US
security by maintaining a strong defense capability and promoting cooperative security
measures (emphasis added)” through “multilateral negotiations to head off potential
arms races.”  ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗ It would extend the provisions of the INF Treaty in order to
conform with the MTCR guidelines, as stated previously. It would adopt several
provisions of the START Treaty regarding space launch activity and verification
measures. Also, it would adopt the modern concept of challenge inspections from the
Chemical Weapons Convention and would expand the role and membership of the
Open Skies Treaty.

It goes without saying, such an agreement would need to incorporate appropriate
incentives to garner international support. For example, by making provision for
limited/controlled production of theater-range target vehicles, the notional framework
would enable countries to acquire and maintain a capability to defend themselves
against any state which chooses to flaunt the treaty, live outside its restrictions, or
abrogate it.

States would also be able to promote modest space launch industries and programs, an
historical avenue for technology-driven economic growth. Each state party to the
convention would agree to specific limits on the number of space launch vehicles,
facilities and fixed, soft-site launchers in existence at any one time within their
territory. In exchange for their adherence to these restrictions, they would be entitled
to access to space launch technology.

                                                       
∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ A National Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement, Jul 94, pp. 2 and 12.



As illustrated by the general contents of the framework, this notional convention
would support the concept of proliferation prevention. By eliminating two classes of
missiles, it removes a threat that can lead to or intensify a crisis. It’s incentives and
verification regime enhance the bonds between nations. But, it can also be argued, that
in those cases where a state lacked the wherewithal to produce ballistic missiles, this
proposal gives advanced, long-range ballistic missile technology to them for signing a
piece of paper. What is to enforce continuation of adherence to the regime to preclude
a state’s breakout, or to punish a state party to the treaty which turns around and
provides technology to a state that’s not party to the treaty? Since the capability is
global in reach, it’s a concern for the global community and not simply a regional
issue. Collective security measures in accordance with United Nations Security
Council resolution would be a first line of action. As necessary, US decision-makers
may elect to act unilaterally.

Politically, would US decision-makers propose such a regime in the first place? The
US is coming to the realization that means to deny technology are not effective
enough. By approaching this problem from this perspective, US decision-makers can
convey to the American public that this is an international security issue of global
concern, on which the US has taken a leadership role. On the other hand, there will be
concern that its provisions to facilitate space launch activity could encourage
development of reconnaissance and anti-satellite (ASAT) capabilities. Reconnaissance
capability could be used to target the US or its expeditionary forces. Whereas, ASATs
could place at risk space systems which support on a day-to-day basis all instruments
of national power. In defense of the potential treaty, it’s evident that reconnaissance
services are already available through the emerging geographic information market.
Furthermore, by early in the next century the US will be threatened by long-range
missiles from the Third World, despite the best efforts of the international community
to slow it down. The potential treaty would limit the magnitude of the long-term threat
and in the process would achieve a global or regional ban on the near-term threat.

The potential prohibition on new types of long-range, ballistic missiles not only would
close a potential loop-hole in this arrangement, but it also would serve as a
counterstrategy to oppose accusations that the regime is discriminatory. This provision
would in effect enable the “haves” to buy time to work out a longer term arrangement
among themselves to phase out existing (i.e., as of some pre-determined date) long-
range, ballistic missiles as weapon delivery vehicles.



VERIFICATION AND ENFORCEMENT

If a treaty of this magnitude isn’t effectively verifiable and enforceable, responsible
acting states would balk at becoming signatories, because they’d rightly perceive that
the regime was inherently unstable. What makes an arms control treaty a factor in
strategic stability isn’t so much its limitations and entitlements as it is the
effectiveness of its verification regime. If the responsible parties can’t confirm that
potential adversaries are complying with its significant provisions, suspicion not
confidence is bred -- ratification and entry-into force are jeopardized.

But no arms control verification regime has ever been agreed to that provided each
party a one-hundred percent assurance against potential cheating. Such a regime
would be highly disruptive to and intrusive of day-to-day activities within the states
parties. In its place must be a regime comparable to that designed for START -- a web
of constraints. Each constraint is inherently weak, yet taken collectively they
complement each other and provide a high degree of confidence in the verifiability of
the treaty.

Such a regime could be designed on even a global scale. In addition, the regime must
be designed to avoid the appearance of discrimination, or else some states will use this
excuse to avoid ratification. The main focus of the regime should be on an
international exchange of monitoring data to involve every state. While states that
have their own NTM of monitoring wouldn’t be required to share this data, the main
structure of the regime should provide for complete international openness.

An international data center (IDC) should be formed for this kind of arrangement, or
perhaps the one being established for the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty regime
could be expanded to serve as the clearing house of data to and from national data
centers. Data that would be needed by the IDC would include technical characteristics
of all treaty-restricted missiles, numbers, locations, coordinates of facilities,
notification of movements of TLIs, TAIs and SLVs between declared facilities,
telemetry data following all flight tests of TLIs, TAIs and SLVs and information on
each missile’s unique identifier.

With special regards for telemetry, in addition to the proposed requirement for each
state conducting a flight test or space launch to record telemetry broadcast and
subsequently to provide a complete set of recordings to the IDC, it may be possible to
negotiate provisions to outfit Open Skies type aircraft with an appropriate suite of
sensors to make them ideal platforms to monitor test flights and space launches. Few
countries can afford the highly sophisticated NTM of monitoring Russia and the US
deploy; but the Open Skies concept would enable any state party to the treaty a



modest technical capability to conduct technical monitoring on its own. Perhaps a
small fleet of aircraft could be assigned to the IDC, so they could dispatch an
international flight to monitor each declared launch. Subsequently, they would share
the data with each national data center.

The results of the analysis of the telemetry data could be used as a basis for a
complaint to the international body of the treaty. In those cases where a party is found
non-compliant, the evidence would be conveyed to the United Nations Security
Council by the international body for disposition. The potential treaty should contain
an article regarding the consequences of non-complaint behavior.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the opportunities for telemetry as a cooperative measure in future
international arms control agreements should certainly grow, as confidence and
appreciation in its utility are realized from the on-going ballistic missile telemetry
exchanges between the US and Russia in START implementation.
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